
COMMON CORE STANDARDS POETRY WRITING ACTIVITIES

Poetry Out Loud fulfills the following NCTE Standards: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, Teachers who make use of the optional
writing activities and lesson plans will.

Students apply a wide range of strategies to comprehend, interpret, evaluate, and appreciate texts. If they do
not finish this draft, they can continue to write for homework, or you may prefer they do all their writing at
home. Students read a wide range of literature from many periods in many genres to build an understanding of
the many dimensions e. Students should go around the group, sharing their stem completions and commenting
until all students in each group have had a chance. Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse formats
and media, including visually and quantitatively, as well as in words. Activity 4: Writing to the Chancellors
Objectives Students, in their unique voices, will write a formal letter to a poet who is a present Chancellor of
the Academy of American Poets using: evidence that they have read a poem written by the Chancellor;
questions for the poet about the poem and their voice as a writer; and proper format and writing conventions.
What other questions do they have about how to read a poem in front of an audience? My own love for poetry
began in childhood as I shared special moments reading and writing poetry with my best friend, Aleka.
Students adjust their use of spoken, written, and visual language e. What questions do they have for the poet
about the poem and how it was written? Ask one student to read aloud the letter she has to the other members
of her group. Students should go around the group members, sharing their stem completions and commenting
until all students in each group have had a chance. What questions do they have for the poet about the poem
and how it was written? Generating Connections and Questions After your students have chosen the poet to
whom they would like to write, ask them to read and view the video of the poet reading their poem carefully
again, jotting down lines, words, and images that jump out at them. About a month ago, Kristine and I
connected online and I invited her to write a guest blog post here on Corkboard Connections. I experienced
this myself, and I often observed it in my students. If you find just the right poems to inspire your students,
they will enjoy reading and writing poetry all year long. Demonstrate understanding of figurative language,
word relationships, and nuances in word meanings. Ask them to get in writing groups of three students each,
with students who are familiar with their writing. When they have finished writing lines, words, images, and
questions, ask for volunteers to share some of these with the whole class. Read and comprehend complex
literary and informational texts independently and proficiently. Read closely to determine what the text says
explicitly and to make logical inferences from it; cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to
support conclusions drawn from the text. What other questions do they have about how to read a poem in front
of an audience? Students conduct research on issues and interests by generating ideas and questions, and by
posing problems. Send all letters via post or email by the end of day on April 30,  If you are interested in more
poetry lessons and activities, visit the Poetry Page on Teaching Resources. You can find examples of previous
letters here. With this realization came the awareness that poetry truly is a Common Core dilemma! It always
amazes me how students who seem to struggle in other areas are able to write the most beautiful and
expressive poetry. Generating Connections and Questions After your students have chosen the poet to whom
they would like to write, ask them to read and view the video of the poem carefully again, jotting down lines,
words, and images that jump out at them.


